
IF Checklist: Who Does What When 
 

Before the study begins: Prior to an IRB protocol being submitted to the IRB, the principal investigator (PI) 

of a study involving MR scans at ZMBBI will send a form letter to Stephen Dashnaw in Radiology requesting 

Incidental Findings (IF) reads. Stephen Dashnaw in Radiology will countersign the letter and return it to the PI. The 

PI will submit the signed letter to the IRB with his/her protocol. The PI also determines who their designated lab 

member is to add new records and retrieve reads in RedCap. 
 

At the scan: the Level III operator must push the structural MR sequences directly from the scanners to 

the Radiology research PACS (RADIO) for reading by the assigned radiologists. 
 

At the scan: a designated lab member responsible for imaging will login to RedCap and will “Add a New 

Record” by completing the information necessary for review. The radiologist will review each MR scan and 

complete the “Read” part of the form as soon as possible, but no later than 10 business days after receipt of the 

sequences. 
 

Within 10 business days of the scan: a designated lab member retrieves the read from Redcap. If a read 

has not been completed in the required time, or an expedited read is required, then the designated lab 

member should notify Stephen Dashnaw. ZMBBI will take care of billing for radiology reads. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If there is an incidental finding (rated Level 2-4; see “Incidental Finding Levels” on p 2): the PI calls the 
participant to communicate the finding and provide advice on the next steps they should take.  
 

Alternately, the PI can pay an MD $250 to research the finding and call the participant. In this case, the PI emails 
the radiology read (in the form of an anonymized PDF) to the MD. Neurology residents who’ve agreed to make the 
calls:  

Name Email Phone 

Francesco Michaelassi fem2104@cumc.columbia.edu 773-848-2739 

Brian Fidali bf2419@cumc.columbia.edu 336-287-4951 

Jeremy Ader ja3296@cumc.columbia.edu 914-450-2696 

Eva Franzova ef2504@cumc.columbia.edu 607-342-8461 

Christoferos Koumas ck2967@cumc.columbia.edu 347-371-2550  

Amol Mehta am4677@cumc.columbia.edu 240-478-7691 

Sean Marinelli sm4091@cumc.columbia.edu 646-899-2809 
 

The PI also calls the MD to provide the identity and contact information of the subject. Both the email and 
the phone call are required. Participant contact information cannot be emailed. 

 

The MD commits within 2 days to making the call and sending out the letter within 7 calendar days. If they 
can’t commit, the PI contacts another of the neurology residents. 

 
 



 

Once they commit, the MD takes the following steps: taking 15 min time for research on the finding so as 
to be able to communicate the finding well and point the subject to the most relevant resources and 
services, taking 10 min to draft a version of a form letter with relevant details, sending this to the 

participant via registered mail or email, and taking up to 15 min to talk to the subject. Last, the MD informs the 
PI and the MR Research Administrator that this has been completed. 

 

The PI awaits confirmation that the phone call has happened. If the MD doesn’t confirm within 1 week, 
the PI follows up with the MD. $250 will be charged to the PI’s grant to pay the MD after the MD submits 
proof of email or registered mail letter to the MR Research Administrator. 

 

The PI submits an IRB amendment with the finding. 
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